BRIGHT
YOUNG
THINGS
OUTREACH
ACADEMIC
EXTENSION
CLUB FOR THE
ACADEMICALLY
HIGHLY TALENTED

SATURDAY MORNINGS AT STOWE FOR CHILDREN
IN YEARS 3 TO YEAR 6 (AGES 8-11).

BRIGHT
YOUNG
THINGS

Bright Young Things is a Saturday
morning club hosted in the stunning
surroundings of Stowe School on Saturday
mornings. It is designed to provide an
opportunity for extra academic stretch
and challenge for children in Years 3
to Year 6 (ages 8-11) who have been
identified as highly talented academically.
Those attending will have sessions
with specialist teachers at Stowe,
designed to engage and enhance their
intellectual curiosity. This is an exciting
and stimulating academic club where
younger pupils will have the chance to
work with other children of a very high
academic calibre, from a range of schools
and backgrounds, in a pressure-free
environment.

Selection Process

Cost

Membership for the club will be by
invitation only and recommendations
will only be received through the Head
of the pupil’s current school. The
typical profile for selection would be a
pupil who displays excellent attitude
and aptitude for learning and who has
standardised cognitive ability testing
scores of above 130. If you think your
child may qualify and be interested in
this opportunity, the first discussion
should be with the Head teacher of
your child’s current school. Continued
membership will be contingent on pupils
maintaining a high level of engagement
and regular attendance.

There are no costs involved,
membership is free for those pupils
invited!

Time and Location
Saturday mornings in term time,
10:00am to 12:00pm in the Alwyn
Bolton Library, Cheung Music School,
Stowe School.

Dress
There is no dress code, although
pupils should be equipped for weather
conditions, as there may be some
movement between buildings or in the
grounds for certain activities or projects.

Contact
For more information please contact
Dr Julie Potter, jpotter@stowe.co.uk.

